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Using a time-tested approach that has helped millions of students around the
world, Fundamentals of English Grammar blends direct grammar instruction with
carefully sequenced practice to developspeaking, writing, listening, and reading
skills. The fifth edition has been extensively revised to keep pace with advances in
theory and practice, particularly from cognitive science. Now more than ever,
teachers will find an extensive range of presentations, activities, and tasks to meet
the specific needs of their classes. New to This Edition * A pretest at the start of
each chapter allows learners to assess what they already know and orient
themselves to the chapter material. * Practice, spaced out over time, helps
students learn better. Numerous exercises have been added to provide more
incremental practice. * New charts and exercises show patterns to help learners
make sense of the information. * Meaning-based practice is introduced at the
sentence level. Students do not have to wait for longer passages to work with
meaning. * Frequent oral exercises encourage students to speak more naturally
and fluidly. * Step-by-step writing activities promote written fluency. All end-ofchapter tasks include writing tips and editing checklists. * A wide range of
contextualized exercises, frequently including life skills vocabulary, encourages
authentic language use. * Updated grammar charts based on corpus research
reflect current usage and highlight the differences between written and spoken
English in formal and informal contexts. * The BlackBookBlog focuses on student
success, cultural differences, and life-skills strategies. * End-of-the-chapter
Learning Checks help students assess their learning. * A Pearson Practice English
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app with end-of-chapter learning checks, Student Book audio, and guided
PowerPoint videos. * Revised MyEnglishLab for a fully blended program.

GRAMMAR SCAN(THIRD EDITION)
Primary grammar and word study is a series of seven books designed to introduce
students to parts of speech, ways to understand and choose words, punctuation
and figures of speech. Included are teachers notes, English curriculum links and
literacy character explanations as well as checklists.

Focus on Comprehension
Presents a collection of activities to help foriegn students learn English.

Destination C1 & C2
This pack consists of the Focus on Grammar 4 Student Book with a MyEnglishLab
access code and Workbook 4. Focus on Grammar maintains the proven pedagogy
that makes it the most popular contextualized grammar series worldwide. Its
unique four-step approach takes students from context to communication -blending content, reading, writing, listening, speaking and critical thinking in a
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complete program, and preparing students to understand and use English more
effectively. Centered on thematic instruction Focus on Grammar allows students to
interact with grammar in realistic contexts and moves them beyond controlled
practice to authentic communication. New features include: Updated high-interest
readings in multiple genres that expose students to the form, meaning, and use of
grammar in natural contexts. Key vocabulary is taught, practiced, and recycled
throughout each unit, to ensure acquisition. Fully redesigned grammar charts and
notes that provide greater clarity. Explicit pronunciation activities to improve
fluency and accuracy. Expanded listening tasks allow students to develop a range
of listening skills. Flexible, ongoing assessment -- including unit reviews, diagnostic
and achievement tests, and test-generating software -- allows students to monitor
their own progress and teachers to track students' mastery. (Test and testgenerating software available in the Teacher's Resource Pack, available
separately.) MyEnglishLab: Focus on Grammar, an easy-to-use online learning and
assessment program, offers online homework and individualized instruction
anywhere, anytime. Allows teachers to assign extra practice, organize homework,
and track students' progress using a flexible gradebook. Includes hundreds of new
automatically graded activities and assessments that support and go beyond the
material in the Student Book. MyEnglishLab: Focus on Grammar, includes the
complete Student Book listening program as well.

Focus on Grammar 3
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Building on the success of previous editions, Focus on Grammar , Fifth Edition
continues to leverage its successful four-step approach that lets learners move
from comprehension to communication within a clear and consistent structure.
Centered on thematic instruction, Focus on Grammar combines comprehensive
grammar coverage with abundant practice, critical thinking skills, and ongoing
assessment, helping students communicate confidently, accurately, and fluently in
everyday situations. The Fifth Edition continues to incorporate the findings of
corpus linguistics in grammar notes, charts, and practice activities, while never
losing sight of what is pedagogically sound and useful. New to This Edition New
and updated content showcases culturally relevant topics of interest to modern
learners. Updated grammar charts and redesigned grammar notes with clear,
corpus-informed grammar explanations reflect real and natural language usage,
allowing students to grasp the most important aspects of the grammar. Expanded
communicative activities encourage collaboration and application of target
grammar in a variety of settings. New unit-ending From Grammar to Writing
section allows students to apply grammar in writing through structured tasks from
pre-writing to editing. New assessment tools, including course diagnostic tests,
formative and summative assessments, and a flexible gradebook, are closely
aligned with unit learning outcomes to inform instruction and measure progress.
FOG Go app for iPhone� and Android� lets students easily navigate Student Book
audio clips on their phone or tablet. Updated for the Fifth Edition, MyEnglishLab:
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Focus on Grammar offers students engaging practice and video grammar
presentations anytime, anywhere with immediate feedback and remediation tasks
to help promote accuracy. Other Highlights Scaffolded exercises help learners
bridge the gap between identifying grammatical structures and using them with
confidence and accuracy. High-interest readings in multiple genres expose
students to the form, meaning, and use of grammar in natural contexts. Key
vocabulary taught, practiced, and recycled throughout the unit ensures acquisition.
Listening tasks give students multiple opportunities to focus on spoken English and
develop listening skills. Mapped to the Global Scale of English.

New Total English
Destination C1 & C2 : Grammar and Vocabulary is the ideal grammar and
vocabulary practice book for all advanced students preparing to take any C1 & C2
level exam: e.g. Cambridge CAE and Cambridge CPE.

Focus on Grammar 5 Workbook
Value Pack
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In every student book you will find: Extensive speaking, pronunciation and
vocabulary sections Thorough grammar sections with clear examples and practice
Comprehensive listening activities with scripts Contemporary, engaging reading
materials taken from authentic sources Writing Banks with the chance to practice
different writing styles And finally, the Review and Practice pages after each unit
bring all the learning activities together ActiveBook is a complete digital version of
the Students' Book on one CD. It is a convenient and simple tool with easy
navigation and zoom facility. Videos and audios embedded in the text are available
at the touch of a button from a student's computer screen.

The Handy English Grammar Answer Book
Focus on Grammar
"Building on the success of previous editions, Focus on Grammar continues to
provide an integrated-skills approach to enegage students and help them
accomplish their goals of communicating confidently, accurately, and
fluently"--Back cover.

Focus on Grammar 1 Workbook
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Modern America owes the Roman Empire for more than gladiator movies and the
architecture of the nation's Capitol. It can also thank the ancient republic for some
helpful lessons in globalization. So argues economic historian Harold James in this
masterful work of intellectual history. The book addresses what James terms "the
Roman dilemma"--the paradoxical notion that while global society depends on a
system of rules for building peace and prosperity, this system inevitably leads to
domestic clashes, international rivalry, and even wars. As it did in ancient Rome,
James argues, a rule-based world order eventually subverts and destroys itself,
creating the need for imperial action. The result is a continuous fluctuation
between pacification and the breakdown of domestic order. James summons this
argument, first put forth more than two centuries ago in Adam Smith's Wealth of
Nations and Edward Gibbon's Decline and Fall of the Roman Empire, to put current
events into perspective. The world now finds itself staggering between a set of
internationally negotiated trading rules and exchange--rate regimes, and the
enforcement practiced by a sometimes-imperial America. These two forces--liberal
international order and empire--will one day feed on each other to create a
shakeup in global relations, James predicts. To reinforce his point, he invokes the
familiar bon mot once applied to the British Empire: "When Britain could not rule
the waves, it waived the rules." ? Despite the pessimistic prognostications of Smith
and Gibbon, who saw no way out of this dilemma, James ends his book on a less
depressing note. He includes a chapter on one possible way in which the world
could resolve the Roman Predicament--by opting for a global system based on
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values as opposed to rules.

Crossroads 4
Focus on Comprehension offers three levels of differentiated activities designed to
help children develop a wide range of comprehension skills. Already a popular
solution for SATs comprehension practice, this new program follows the range of
texts and objectives required by the National Literacy Strategy Framework for
Teaching.

English Pronunciation in Use. Intermediate. Per Le Scuole
Superiori
Advanced Language Practice
A course text and self-study tool for advanced learners of English for academic
purposes.

Focus on Grammar
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Vision
With a fresh new design and a host of updated exercises and activities, the popular
Focus on Grammar series is more practical and accessible than ever. Known for its
focus on English grammar through contextualized listening, speaking, reading, and
writing activities, this lively integrated skills course helps students bridge the gap
between comprehending grammatical structures and actually using them.
Centered on thematic instruction, Focus on Grammar combines controlled and
communicative practice in a consistent approach that's a proven success among
students at all levels. Each unit progresses through four steps: Grammar in
Context, Grammar Presentation, Focused Practice, and Communication Practice,
using a unique format that makes the program easy for students to understand and for teachers to implement. Each Student Book features: Clear presentations
and charts that make grammar easy to learn. Creative activities that stimulate
communication. New high-interest readings that are rich in content. From
Grammar to Writing sections that build composition skills. Review Tests to confirm
progress and improve scores on standardized tests. New Internet activities for
individual, pair, or group work. Other Components (Available Separately):
Workbook offers a wealth of additional exercises. Audio CD provides opportunities
for both task-based and extended listening. CD-ROM software features
contextualized, interactive activities for listening, reading, and writing practice.
Teacher's Manual includes numerous teaching tips, audioscripts for all recorded
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exercises, and a CD-ROM with PowerPoint presentations and blackline masters.
Also includes Student Book Answer Key. New Assessment Package for each lever
features placement, diagnostic, and achievement tests; general proficiency tests;
audio CD with scripts; and test-generating software with thousands of items to
create class-appropriate tests. Transparencies of all grammar charts in the Student
Books help instructors point out important patterns and structures. Test-generating
CD-ROM allows teachers to create and customize tests quickly and easily, and is
available alone or in the Assessment Package. Companion Website provides
students with grammar practice in new contexts through web-based exercises. For
online work, seeFocus on Grammar Interactive 1.

Focus on Grammar
Focus on Grammar
"An integrated skills approach"--P. [4] of cover.

Focus on Grammar
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Focus on Grammar
Understanding and Using English Grammar
Through controlled and communicative exercises this text helps students to bridge
the gap between identifying grammatical structures and using them. Each unit
progresses through four steps: grammar in context, grammar presentation,
focused practice and communication practice. Includes circling, matching, filling-inthe-blank, underlining, correcting, completion, short answer and writing exercises.

Focus on Grammar
The Workbook accompanying each level of "Focus on Grammar" provides
additional exercises for self-study of the target grammar for each unit. Tests
included in each Workbook provide students with additional opportunities for selfassessment. "Focus on Grammar" helps students understand and practice English
grammar through contextualized listening, speaking, reading, and writing
activities. "Focus on Grammar" combines controlled and communicative practice
with critical thinking skills and ongoing assessment.
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Grammar Friends
A life-skills approach combined with a proven grammar syllabus.

Fundamentals of English Grammar Student Book with
MyEnglishLab, 5e
Clear presentations in familiar contexts make the grammar easy to understand and
remember Graded written activities help children improve grammatical accuracy
Regular revision units give opportunities for extra practice and consolidation
Interactive CD-ROM has extra exercises and tests to motivate pupils and
encourage learner independence. Covers the grammar for Cambridge ESOL Young
Learners Exams Photocopiable tests in the Teacher's Book Flexible enough to be
usedalongside any primary course

Grammar and Beyond Level 2 Student's
'Grammar Express' is a practical tool for intermediate students who wish to learn
or review English grammar . It offers a balance of grammar reference and practice
, can be used in class or for self-study , provides a range of clear explanatory
charts and presents language in real-life contexts. Self-check activities and tests
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help students monitor their understanding and progress , 'Be careful' notes warn of
common errors and 32 appendices provide useful information on a range of
subjects from the obvious (irregular verbs) to the less obvious (common time word
changes in indirect speech).

Grammar Once a Week 4
This new edition is part of a popular series that provides an in-depth, detailed
approach to English grammar and vocabulary. It is a thorough and comprehensive
series that ensures students confidence with language through the progressive
levels.Clear explanations of structures and examples of use, with an answer
keyExtensive written and oral practice Advanced grammar systematically revised
and consolidated through a variety of exercises in the CAE and new Proficiency
(CPE) exam styles Comp

Grammar Express with Answers
The Workbook accompanying each level of Focus on Grammar provides additional
exercises for self-study of the target grammar for each unit. Tests included in each
Workbook provide students with additional opportunities for self-assessment.
Focus on Grammar helps students understand and practice English grammar
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through contextualized listening, speaking, reading, and writing activities. Focus on
Grammar combines controlled and communicative practice with critical thinking
skills and ongoing assessment.

Primary Grammar and Word Study: Ages 7-8
Mark Hancock's comprehensive pronunciation reference and practice book and
audio CD is pitched at an intermediate level. It can be used for individual and class
use and the audio material uses a clear model of a standard British English accent
for presentation and repetition exercises.

Focus on Grammar 4
Grammar Express is an intermediate to high-intermediate text that features fourpage units that present and practice key grammar points. The text's concise, easyto-follow format is organized into 76 thematic units featuring: A cartoon or piece of
realia presenting the target grammar in a meaningful context to raise student
interest and involvement. Clear grammar charts presenting the target grammar in
all its forms. Quick, self-access activities allowing students to discover the target
grammar and manipulate its forms before they start studying its uses. Concise
grammar explanations and multiple examples focusing on the meaning and uses of
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the target grammar. Two full pages of controlled practice exercises, including fillins, matching, multiple choice, and writing/editing skill builders. In addition, the
text features: Fifteen SelfTests (one at the end of each part) offering additional
opportunities for review and practice. A complete Answer Key to all self-check
activities, practice exercises, and SelfTests. A dual platform CD-ROM (for PC and
Macintosh) contains additional editing practice for in-class or self-study. The
exercises include sentence-level and paragraph-level error correction correlated to
every grammar point in the Student Book. Grammar Express has self-contained
units that may be used in any order with any grammar course. It may be used as a
classroom text or as a self-study handbook. This two-volume series combines a
concise, easy-to-follow format- two pages of presentation followed by two pages to
practice - to quickly bring English language learners up to speed.

Focus on Grammar
Fundamentals of English Grammar (With Audio Cds, Without
Answer Key) and Myenglishlab: Focus on Grammar 4 (Student
Access Code) Value Pack
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Grammar Sense: 3: Student Book with Online Practice Access
Code Card
Whether it’s for a professional document, a school paper, an Internet blog, or
something more personal, effective communication depends on clear, concise, and
grammatically correct writing. Punctuation, spelling, and grammar rules can trip up
anyone, while organization and word choice can make writing memorable—or
banal. The Handy English Grammar Answer Book is an engaging guide to writing
with clarity for all occasions. It offers fundamental principles, grammar rules, and
punctuation advice, as well as insights on writing for different occasions and
audiences. From a brief history of the English language to the deconstruction—and
explanation—of the different parts of a sentence, and from showing how to
punctuate correctly to how to organize a well-argued essay, this easy-to-use
reference answers nearly 500 questions and offers fun facts on the English
language and its usage, including How did English become a language spoken
worldwide? What is a sentence fragment? When do I use “that” versus “which”?
How do I use materials ethically on my own websites? How do I write an outline?
Several appendices, including model papers and sample writing for every occasion,
a glossary of commonly used terms, a bibliography, and an index add to the book's
usefulness.
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Proofreading, Revising & Editing Skills Success in 20 Minutes a
Day
A classic developmental skills text for intermediate to advanced students of
English, Understanding and Using English Grammar is a comprehensive reference
grammar as well as a stimulating and teachable classroom text. While keeping the
same basic approach and material as in earlier editions, the Fourth Edition more
fully develops communicative and interactive language-learning activities. Some of
the new features are: Innovative warm-up exercises that precede the grammar
charts and introduce points to be taught Structure-based listening exercises
ranging from casual speech to academic content Academic readings that highlight
the targeted grammar structures Greatly expanded speaking practice with
extensive pair, group and class work Corpus-informed syllabus that reflects the
discourse patterns of spoken and written English Audio CDs and listening script in
the back of the Student Book The program components include the Student Book
(Full Edition and Volume A and Volume B), Workbook (Full Edition and Volume A
and Volume B), Chartbook, Teacher's Guide, and Test Bank. Click on "CourseSpecific Resources" on the left for more details. For an online workbook, see
Understanding and Using English Grammar Interactive.

Focus on Grammar 1
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This book is part of an integrated skills course that makes grammar fun and
accessible. KEY FEATURES: More practical than ever, this book has a fresh new
design with more photos and illustrations. Also the From Grammar to Writing
feature reinforces grammar acquisition while improving readers' writing skills. This
book also includes a more challenging testing program including TOEFL-type
questions. For advanced ESL readers needing reference and practice.

Fundamentals of English Grammar
This comprehensive guide will prepare candidates for the test in all 50 states. It
includes four complete practice exams, a real estate refresher course and
complete math review, as well as a real estate terms glossary with over 900 terms,
and expert test-prep tips.

Focus on Grammar
Part 1 with MyEnglishLab authored by Irene E. Schoenberg.

Grammar Advantage
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The Roman Predicament
Focus on IELTS
The complete and integrated IELTS preparation course, providing comprehensive
exam skills development and graded practice.

Focus on Grammar 2 Workbook
Based on extensive research, Grammar and Beyond ensures that students study
accurate information about grammar and apply it in their own speech and writing.
This is the first half of Student's Book, Level 2. The Student's Book is the main
component of Grammar and Beyond. In each unit, students study the grammar in a
realistic text and through charts and notes informed by a billion-word corpus of
authentic language. The exercises provide practice in reading, writing, listening,
and speaking, making this a complete course. Students learn to avoid common
mistakes, based on an extensive corpus of learner language. Each unit concludes
with a Grammar for Writing section, in which students apply the grammar in an
extended writing task.
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